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SUMMARY
In support of the Human Resources Committee, the Independent Analysis Unit has
undertaken a study to learn more about paperwork as it affects teachers. The purposes of the
study are:
1. To determine what types of paperwork teachers deal with.
2. To determine teachers’ perceptions of the time requirements and importance of different
kinds of paperwork.
3. To determine whether paperwork requirements vary by types of teachers (such as
elementary, secondary, and special education teachers.)
4. To recommend changes that would reduce the volume and/or improve the efficiency of
teacher record-keeping activities.
To collect the data needed, we randomly selected 55 teachers (elementary, secondary, and
special education) and asked them to meet with us in a focus group environment and to
comment on our draft reports. We later expanded the sample size to 88 teachers and offered
individual interviews to increase the participation rate. Of the 88 teachers in the sample, 42
(or 48 %) participated: 18 elementary, 12 secondary, and 12 special education teachers.
Our initial focus groups used open-ended questions. As we became more familiar with
teachers’ workload requirements, we were able to develop more systematic formats for
collecting information. The results reported in this report are based on all methods of data
collection.
Of the 42 teachers in our study, 17% said they believe paperwork is part of the teaching
profession and is not a “high priority gripe”; 17% believe paperwork is somewhat of a
problem, and 67% believe paperwork is a major problem.
We found that elementary, secondary, and special education teachers have different types of
paper workloads and different requirements. However, we also found some common themes.
These themes were:
•

Teaching requires a great deal of time for preparation and record-keeping. Teachers
recognize that paperwork is a necessary part of the job. However, teachers questioned
the value of some paperwork requirements.

•

Paperwork impacts teachers differently depending on their school, grade level, and their
own organizational skills. Also, issues other than paperwork often affect the teachers’
views of teaching.

•

Paperwork is partly the result of multiple reform initiatives -- coming from the federal
and state governments, the central district, local districts, and the schools. New
initiatives are sometimes applied while older ones are maintained.

•

Instructions are not always clear, resulting in unnecessary steps.
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• Automation would be helpful. However, hardware and software need to be in working
order and compatible, and teachers need to be trained in its use.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
Clearly, paperwork is part of the teaching profession. If there were no external paperwork
requirements, teachers would certainly develop their own systems for keeping records – such
as attendance, grades, and portfolios. However, based on discussions with the teachers in the
survey, we recommend the following:
•

The District (and the local districts) should limit the number of initiatives introduced at a
school to avoid overwhelming teachers with paperwork.

•

Whereas rubrics have value in communicating the District’s standards and expectations,
we believe they can be employed more efficiently. The District should provide rubrics
to the teachers in order to make sure that standards are used consistently. The District
should also consider scaling back the number of situations in which they must be used.

•

The District should consider some kind of flexible or adaptive testing for its periodic
assessments of student progress. We believe that there is little value in asking students
to answer questions for which they have not been prepared.

•

The District should look for ways to streamline its Individualized Education Program
(IEP) form and the IEP amendment process, and consider different ways of capturing
and reporting necessary data. We understand that changes in the IEP capture process are
underway, and hope these will simplify the paperwork load for teachers.

•

In some cases, District staff should improve the instructions provided with the forms the
teachers are asked to complete. Examples are provided in the text.

•

The District should review its current paperwork requirements, and simplify or eliminate
any forms that may not be needed. One example is the system of English Language
Development (ELD) Folders, which, to us, seems to be overly detailed.

•

The current process of manually recording the reasons for each student absence in each
teacher’s rollbook appears, to us, to be unnecessary. We believe the schools can and
should maintain these records and provide them to the teachers as needed.

•

The District should give a higher priority to the development of information systems
that would help teachers with their paperwork. This would include electronic
transmission of mail and messages that teachers receive.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
In support of the Human Resources Committee, the Independent Analysis Unit has
undertaken a study to learn more about paperwork as it affects teachers. The purposes of the
study are:
1. To determine what types of paperwork teachers deal with.
2. To determine teachers’ perceptions of the time requirements and importance of different
kinds of paperwork.
3. To determine whether paperwork requirements vary by types of teachers (such as
elementary, secondary, and special education teachers.)
4. To recommend changes that would reduce the volume and/or improve the efficiency of
teacher record-keeping activities.
We defined the scope of the study broadly. We discussed all types of paperwork (teachers were
asked to do and paperwork they did at their own initiatives), as well as District materials teachers
are given to read. We also allowed teachers to talk about other issues of concern to them.

SAMPLE
We selected 88 teachers at random, inviting them to attend a focus group or be interviewed.
We talked to 42 of the 88 teachers (a 48% response rate.) See Appendix 1 for additional
information about the sample.

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION
Our initial focus groups used open-ended questions. As we became more familiar with
teachers’ workload requirements, we were able to develop more systematic formats for
collecting information. The results reported in this report are based on all methods of data
collection.
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VARIABLES THAT AFFECT A TEACHER’S PAPER WORKLOAD
Paperwork is part and parcel of the teaching profession. For instance, teachers need to create
educational materials for their classrooms and their students, and to maintain student records
– such as attendance, grades, and portfolios on their students—even if their school had no
paperwork requirements.
In addition to a teacher’s own need for information, several other factors that contribute to the
amount and complexity of a teacher’s paper workload. We identified the following:
•
•

•

Government (Federal and State) reporting requirements.
Information requested by Central District staff, which includes:
o interpretations of government reporting requirements and legal requirements (such
as the Chanda Smith Consent Decree requirements or attendance accounting), and
o the District’s own requirements in support of teaching techniques (such as Open
Court and math assessments).
These requirements are translated into:
o forms designed for completion by the schools and teachers,
o instructions (sometimes clear, sometimes not), and
o technological support. This includes whether a teacher has access to a working
computer, whether software or a spreadsheet had been designed or is available to
assist the teacher, and whether the computer is compatible with the software or
spreadsheet.
Local District and school staff requirements. This includes:
o interpretations of the government and District office requirements,
o design of localized forms and procedures, and
o the desire to maintain former teaching techniques (supplement rather than supplant).
School Requirements
Local District
Central District
State
Federal

Teacher’s
Organization and
Computer Skills

Availability and
Quality of Other
Staff

Availability of
Technology

Teacher’s Own Need for
Information

Teacher’s Paper Workload
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•

The teacher’s own organization and computer skills. This includes, for instance:
o Some teachers found record-keeping shortcuts whereas others did not.
o The teacher’s computer skills. One teacher may use an IEP Writer, another does not.
The quality (and availability) of other staff at the school to help teachers. Follow-up on
student absences, for example, is influenced by whether the school has available staff.
The availability of technology.

•
•

IS PAPERWORK AN ISSUE?
When we asked teachers whether paperwork was an issue for them, there was variation.
Some teachers (17% of our sample) said that paperwork is not a high priority (not “a gripe”)
issue. These teachers said that the paperwork requirements are either part of the profession or
part of their own making. Another 17% said that it was somewhat of a problem. And 67%
said it was a major problem.
The responses varied by teacher level and type. Special education teachers seemed to have
the biggest problems with paperwork: one hundred percent (100%) of the special education
teachers stated that paperwork is either somewhat of a problem or a major problem.1
Table 1
Is Paperwork An Important Issue?

Paperwork is not a high priority issue
Paperwork is somewhat of a problem
Paperwork is a major problem
Total
Number of teachers

Elementary Secondary
Teachers
Teachers
22%
25%
6
17
72
58
100%
100%
18
12

Special Ed
Teachers
0%
33
67
100%
12

All
Teachers
17%
17
67
100%
42

WHAT “TYPES” OF PAPERWORK DO TEACHERS DO?
We identified approximately 40 types of paperwork that teachers do. Some are done by all
teachers; others are specific and apply to either elementary, secondary, or special education
teachers.
The paperwork teachers complete cover an array of subjects. They include, for instance:
•
•
•
•

1

Keeping attendance records
Checking student work
Preparing report cards
Maintaining assessment sheets in support of the District’s math and Open Court
initiatives

Appendix 2 presents a sample of the teacher comments pertaining to paperwork.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completing the Individualized Education Program (IEP) plus IEP Amendments
Tracking special education goals and objectives
Completing the IEP for Discipline
Writing Teacher/Student Contracts
Completing Weekly Reports
Calculating Progress Reports
Filling out Portfolios
Maintaining English Language Development (ELD) folders
Signing Permit to Reenter Class (PRC)
Planning contests
Preparing Achievement Awards
Calculating Attendance Awards

In addition to what they must fill out, teachers also:
•
•
•

Attend professional development sessions
Serve on committees
Receive paperwork in their mailboxes.

WHAT AREAS REPRESENT THE HIGHEST AMOUNTS OF
UNNECESSARY WORK TO TEACHERS?
Elementary, secondary, and special education teachers had different types of paper workloads
and different concerns. The following categories were cited by 40% or more of the teachers
as producing the highest amounts of unnecessary work:
Table 2
Areas Identified As Producing the Highest Amounts of Unnecessary Work
By Teacher Level
Sore Points for Elementary School Teachers
Math Assessments
Professional Development
Open Court Testing/Assessments
English Language Development (ELD) Folders
Rubrics (develop, post, etc.)

83%
67%
61%
50%
44%

Sore Points for Secondary School Teachers
Professional Development
Rubrics (develop, post, etc.)
Attendance Records
Misc. In/Out Slips

75%
67%
42%
42%
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Sore Points for Special Education Teachers
Goal Sheets
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
IEP Amendments
Math Assessments
Professional Development
Rubrics (develop, post, etc.)
Attendance Records
Daily Mailbox

75%
50%
50%
50%
42%
42%
42%
42%

Appendices 3 through 9 discuss these activities in greater detail.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
Clearly, paperwork is part of the teaching profession. If there were no external paperwork
requirements, teachers would certainly develop their own systems for keeping records – such
as attendance, grades, and portfolios. However, based on discussions with the teachers in the
survey, we recommend the following:
•

The District (and the local districts) should limit the number of initiatives at a school to
avoid overwhelming teachers with paperwork.
We found that some schools are adding new initiatives while maintaining the older ones.
For instance, we talked to teachers whose schools have adopted Open Court while
maintaining America’s Choice or Running Records. As a result, the teachers feel they
are duplicating the work required.

•

Whereas rubrics have value in communicating the District’s standards and expectations,
we believe they can be employed more efficiently. The District should provide rubrics
to the teachers in order to make sure that standards are used consistently. The District
should also consider scaling back the number of situations in which they must be used.
Although there seems to be a wide variation between schools and local districts, we
found that teachers are often asked to create their own rubrics for each assessment.
Each rubric must be explained to the students and posted in advance of the assessments.
We believe that the District should evaluate whether a different rubric is needed for
every assessment. The District should also provide standardized rubrics in order that
they be used consistently.

•

The District should consider some kind of flexible or adaptive testing for its periodic
assessments of student progress. We believe that there is little value in asking students
to answer questions for which they have not been prepared.
Teachers expressed concerns that the pacing plans in Open Court and math do not allow
them to differentiate instruction according to student needs. Also, students are being
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tested on materials they have not learned. Good tests generate useful information about
what a student has learned without punishing the student for what he or she does not
know or has not learned.
When a student is not learning according to the District’s pacing plan, the District should
provide guidance regarding which skills are most critical to learn. When a choice must be
made, we believe that students should be taught a few essential things well rather than
being superficially exposed to many facts and ideas.
•

The District should look for ways to streamline its Individualized Education Program
(IEP) form and the IEP amendment process, and consider different ways of capturing
and reporting necessary data. We understand that changes in the IEP capture process are
underway, and hope that these will simplify the paperwork load for teachers.
The current Individualized Education Program (IEP) is long and has multiple copies.
The Division of Special Education is currently in the process of testing a new web-based
IEP. The new system is intended to reduce the paperwork burden on teachers by having
basic data added electronically to the forms. We hope this system will give clearer
instructions to the teachers and reduce the data entry time for teachers.
In addition, if a teacher wishes to modify a special education child’s program, amending
the IEP is as long and difficult as the basic IEP. As a result, the paperwork requirement
may discourage teachers from adapting the IEP to benefit the child. We understand that
the District is lobbying for changes in Federal laws to ease the process of amending an
IEP.

•

In some cases, District staff should improve the instructions provided with the forms the
teachers are asked to complete.
Teachers take different approaches in completing the required paperwork, such as the
IEP. This appears to be due to unclear instructions. At present, the IEP consists of four
copies (white, yellow, blue, and pink). Some special education teachers submit the IEP
on white paper only. Some teachers type the IEP on the multiple copies. Some teachers
type the IEP on white paper and then make copies onto color paper. District staff
informed us that the color of the copies are not meaningful; white paper is adequate.

•

The District should review its current paperwork requirements, and simplify or eliminate
any forms that may not be needed.
Some teachers questioned the amount and complexity of the information they were
asked to place in the English Language Development (ELD) Folders. Some felt they
had not received adequate direction about what to do with the folders. Some did not
appear to be completing the information requested. Several teachers said they don’t
know the purpose the ELD Folders serve and who uses them.
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•

The current process of manually recording the reasons for each student absence in each
teacher’s rollbook appears, to us, to be unnecessary. We believe the schools can and
should maintain these records and provide them to the teachers as needed.
We are not convinced that it is necessary for individual teachers to enter detailed
information about the reasons for student absences in their rollbooks, or for elementary
school teachers to keep copies of excused absences for a period of years. School offices
should be responsible for keeping this information.
•

The District should give a higher priority to the development of information systems
that would help teachers with their paperwork. This would include electronic
transmission of mail and messages that teachers receive.
The District faces an array of technological needs in the next few years while it
experiences budgetary constraints. Within its plans for technological improvements,
however, we believe that the District should give priority to the development of
information systems that would help teachers with their attendance, grading, and recordkeeping. The District should also use technology to reduce the flow of papers to
teachers.
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Appendix 1
STUDY SAMPLE
To collect the data needed, we randomly selected teachers and invited them to join us in a
focus group type environment. We used the following procedures:
1. We invited 55 randomly selected teachers to join us in one of five meetings, held at the
Beaudry Building, between December 2 and December 18, 2002. Two meetings were
composed of elementary teachers (one for teachers with five years or less experience
and one for teachers with six years or more experience), two meetings were composed
of secondary teachers (one for teachers with five years or less experience and one for
teachers with six years or more experience), and one meeting for special education
teachers. For each meeting, we selected one teacher per local district. Our sample was
generated from a list of all the teachers working for the District in October 2002.
2. Ten (10) teachers joined our focus group conversations in December.
3. To elicit more participation from teachers, we drew a second list from the same October
2002 census of teachers. We selected 33 teachers, one per local district. We invited each
teacher to join us in meetings closer to his/her home school. We also contacted nonparticipating teachers from the first group by telephone to invite them to attend the local
meetings. Teachers in local districts A-C, D-G, and H-K met separately between January
29 and February 5, 2003. Fifteen (15) teachers attended these meetings.
4. Fifteen (15) teachers said they could not attend, but agreed to individual or telephone
interviews. An additional two (2) teachers sent us their comments in writing.
5. All teachers in the sample were contacted by mail and telephone, at school and home.
6. Our final sample equaled 42 teachers, or a 48% participation rate. (See Table 3 for a
census of invited and participating teachers.)
Even though the sample rate was small and the response rate was only 48%, we found enough
commonality of thinking within our sample to believe that the opinions we heard are roughly
representative of what teachers think.
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Appendix 3
Special Education: Individualized Education Program
(IEP)/Amendments/Goals
All special education teachers in our survey said that the paperwork was a problem. The issue
centers on the time required for completing forms.
More specifically, the three primary special education forms are:
•

The Basic Individualized Education Program (IEP): This form records the actions of the
IEP Team in assessing a student’s level of performance, the need for supplementary
aides and services, the goals and objectives that will guide instruction, the program and
curricular modifications needed, and the behavior and curricular interventions and
strategies suggested.
The teacher is expected to complete most of the IEP form, which is a pre-printed multicopy form, multi-pages in length, and must be typed. The teachers in our survey
estimated that it takes about two to three hours per child per year to complete a basic
IEP. One secondary teacher described the problem by stating:
“Writing IEP’s while teaching five classes is impossible to do at school. I
wind up working many hours at home.”
Many teachers said the forms are confusing. We reviewed the “Special Education
Compliance Guides”. The Guides are lengthy instructions about how to fill the IEP. We
did not find any simple explanations that cover basic information, as: how children are
identified for special education, when an IEP needs to be written, what to do with the
IEP, how to record progress, or how to amend an IEP.
Most of the pre-printed IEP form consists of four color copies: white, yellow, blue, and
pink. The white copy is marked “student file”; the yellow copy is marked “parent file”;
the blue copy is marked “parent copy” in Spanish; and the pink copy is marked “school
support office”. Teachers fill these forms out differently. Some teachers type the forms
on all color copies, some teachers type the form on white paper, and some teachers type
the form on white paper and then make photocopies on color paper. Special Education
Division staff inform us that it isn’t necessary for teachers to use the pre-printed form at
all, and the colors of the copies are unimportant. We are not clear about the role of the
blue (Spanish language) copy.
At one time, a software program (IEP Writer) was made available to the schools. Some
teachers in our survey currently use it. Most teachers do not seem to have access to the
program or it is not compatible with the hardware at the schools.
Copies of the basic IEP forms are attached at the end of this Appendix.
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•

The IEP Amendment: When a teacher recommends a modification to the student’s IEP
(as, for example, to add physical education to the student’s education strategy), the
teacher “amends” the IEP. This is not easy because it requires a new IEP meeting and
the completion of a new multi-page IEP.
Some teachers believe that the requirement to redo all the IEP forms may influence
teachers not to make changes to a child’s program, even when they are needed. As one
teacher said:
“The forms are driving the educational goal.”

•

Goal Sheets: Each student’s IEP includes specific “goals” that are to be attained during
the year. Each goal (an example is how to tell time) is shared with the parents in the
hope that parents will help in its achievement. In general, each child has 4 to 6 goals.
The time required by the teacher for completing goal sheets vary depending on the
number of goals and the number of children in the class. One teacher said:
“I have 14 children. An average child has six goals. Each goal goes on a
separate sheet. That’s 84 sheets. Then, there are four copies per goal
sheet. They all need to be typed and translated into Spanish.”
In addition to the goal sheets, teachers typically use the regular report cards to describe a
student’s progress in meeting IEP goals. To the teachers, this seems to be a duplication
of work.

The teachers made a number of suggestions. Some suggestions are:
1. Reduce the amount of information required on the basic IEP. Teachers suggested that
the District study the IEP’s used by other districts to see if our requirements can be
condensed.
2. Teachers currently are asked to input basic information (the child’s name, identification
number, and date of birth) on each page of the IEP. Teachers suggested that this basic
information be computerized and pre-printed on all the forms.
3. One teacher asked that the basic IEP include the child’s parental status. That, she said,
would help the teacher know who the child is living with and with whom to discuss the
child’s program.
4. Some teachers suggested that the IEP Amendment process be simplified. Teachers
would be less hesitant in modifying a child’s program. They suggested this sheet could
be on one page and in a different format to differentiate it from the basic IEP.
5. Some teachers suggested that special education children not be given report cards
because grades are meaningless. They believe that goal sheets should suffice. Others
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suggested using report cards to communicate progress toward goals and abandoning
goal sheets.
We discussed our study and the teachers’ suggestions with staff members within the Division
of Special Education. Staff informed us they are aware of the paperwork problems and are
working on rectifying them. The steps being taken are:
1. The IEP is currently being redesigned as a web-based system. When a teacher types in
the student’s identification number, the new system will automatically add the child’s
name and personal data on all the forms. Drop-down lists will be available to make it
easier for teachers to select items rather than type in new information.
The redesigned system is being pilot tested in several schools and the trainers are being
trained. The new system is expected to be fully operational by the end of next year.
2. Although the Division of Special Education does not tell schools who must do the work,
staff believes that, with the new web-based system, the Assistant Principal for Special
Education (APEIS) or office staff should complete some of the IEP for the teachers.2
3. District staff is hesitant about adding information about the parent’s marital status
because of potential privacy issues.
4. District staff agrees that the current length of the IEP form is too long. Staff is looking
for ways to make it shorter, but we don’t know what is planned specifically.

2

All schools have been getting ½ to one full-time clerk (depending on the school’s enrollment) to help with
special education since 1997. Schools may have been using these resources for other purposes.
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Appendix 4
Math Assessments
The District expects all children to keep the same pace in learning math, and provides a
“pacing plan” to guide teachers and youngsters through math instruction. A pre-test is given
at the beginning of the year, and about four assessments follow during the year.3 Some
schools also give an assessment at the end of each chapter. The teacher generally corrects the
assessments and transfers the grade to another worksheet.
We found that the schools vary widely in how they comply with the math assessment
requirements and the amount of time it takes.
Eight three percent (83%) of elementary teachers and 50% of special education teachers in the
survey were critical of math pacing and assessments.
The main concern expressed by the teachers was actually not the time required to do the
paperwork but the reasonableness of the pacing requirement. They expressed concern that not
all children are learning at the required (same) pace, and the requirement is thus causing lower
morale among the children that can’t keep up.
Some of the comments we heard from the teachers centered on the “pacing” of the students
and the frequency of the assessments. Some of the comments were:
“Should every teacher teach the same thing? If a child is not catching on to
something, should that child go on to something else? Is it fair to have a
child tested on something he or she has not been exposed to?”
“The pacing plan assumes that kids are at level. Something may take one
week to teach, but we are given only two days to teach it.”
“Pacing is stressful. It is not much fun learning math anymore.”
“The pressure on the kids is overwhelming.”
“Math assessments are not a true measure of what the children have
learned.”
“Why are kids tested on items they didn’t cover? The assessments are not
aligned with what is being taught.”
“Why do kids have to take the assessments when they must also take the
California tests? The assessments take one day. That day should be
teaching time.”
3

An example of a kindergarten math assessment is enclosed at the end of this Appendix.
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[From a special education teacher:] “I have 4th graders at 1st grade level.
They must take 4th grade tests. Do I teach 4th grade skills or 1st grade
skills?”
[From another special education teacher:] “Math assessments are paced
crazy. Special education kids don’t learn an entire chapter, but they are
tested on everything.”
Some teachers criticized the development of the plan and/or the assessments. For
instance:
“There are three pacing plans (from the district, the local district, and the
school), but none of them are aligned with the assessments.”
“Before giving the assessments to the teachers, they should be well tested.
The one we received came late and had wrong answers.”
“The pacing plan is out of order. The people putting the pacing plan
together are obviously not in the classroom.”
In sum, although the math pacing plan and assessments may be useful
professional/instructional activities, and don’t produce an unreasonable paperwork
requirement, teachers still seem to feel a sense of frustration, possibly from the belief their
concerns are not being heard. As one teacher put it:
“The questions are way too hard for the little kids. It sets the kids up for
failure …….and it makes me feel frustrated.”
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Appendix 5
Rubrics
A rubric is a short statement that describes for the teacher, student, and parents what
constitutes quality work on a particular assignment.
Rubrics normally have a rating scale. This scale provides numeric scores as another way of
expressing what “grade” the student would get for work of differing levels of quality. In
general, a rubric would include the following four levels:
4=Consistently exceeds expectations related to the standard.
3=Meets expectations related to the standard.
2=Progressing toward meeting expectations related to the standard.
1=Does not meet expectations related to the standard.
Teachers are asked to prepare and use rubrics so it is clear to them and the students and
parents what constitutes good work. Rubrics need to be aligned with District and state
standards that describe what students are expected to know, and vary in specificity according
to grade level. Students are expected to see what standards are used before they are asked to
do the work.4
Some teachers like rubrics; some teachers do not. Of all teachers in our survey, 50% thought
that rubrics created unnecessary work – and they wanted to talk about it.
Some teachers like rubrics. Some of them said:
“I am very enthusiastic about rubrics. It’s a good learning tool. I am doing
teaching that I haven’t done before.”
“Rubrics to follow the standards….[that’s] part of the job.”
“I love rubrics, but I don’t understand why they want ‘us’ to come up with them.”
“Rubrics may be useful.”
Many of the teachers who spoke up did not like it. They had the following to say:
“Rubrics may be good, but they don’t need to be so explicit and detailed.”
“Using rubrics is difficult and a lot of work. I develop rubrics for everything.”
“I don’t like rubrics. It’s a pain in the neck. Both developing and using it. The whole
subject makes me angry.”
4

Examples of elementary school writing and math rubrics are included at the end of this Appendix.
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“Typing, printing, gluing, and posting standards is a lot of work. It takes, maybe, 30
hours spread over several weeks.”
“I don’t need a rubric for every single part of writing. One for writing conventions.
One for content. Why do I need a rubric for genre?”
“A pain in the butt.”
“Besides Open Court rubric, we have our own local district rubric.”
“[Having rubrics] is important for some kinds of writing, but not for everything.
Children label themselves: I’m a 4; I’m a 2. They get classified and they classify
themselves at an early age.”
Special education teachers questioned the applicability of rubrics:
“Rubrics don’t apply for special ed children because each child has a specialized
need.”
“You can’t have 30 rubrics for 30 kids.”
“I have to test my special ed kids [who are low functioning]. Most can’t read or write.
Some say only a few words.”
One secondary school teacher questioned the wisdom of using rubrics because rubrics, he
said, doesn’t reflect the real world:
“They want kids to go to college. Yet, they want you [teachers] to develop
rubrics. This doesn’t match up with goal number one. If you want a kid to go to
college, you have to do what colleges do. Colleges are not doing collages.”
The time it takes varies widely among teachers. It is influenced by whether a teacher is new
or experienced. It also depends on the school and local district requirements, and the
teaching methods used.
Some teachers made the following suggestions:
“I put what I have done in prior years on my computer. I just pull them off
and reuse them.”
“Develop generic rubrics.”
“Have teachers share rubrics.”
“Put them on the web, so teachers don’t have to keep creating them from scratch.”
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“Every time a teacher moves to a new classroom, he/she must take them down
and have them laminated. Why doesn’t the District have standard, laminated ones
that can be put up in all classrooms?”
“Standardize rubrics. There are 50 teachers duplicating the work.”
“I would like to have standard rubrics—only if it’s kid-friendly. Not big
words kids can’t understand.”
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Appendix 6
Open Court Testing and Assessments
Open Court is the District’s primary reading program in elementary schools. Teachers
estimate that 50% to 70% of the instructional day is spent on Open Court.
In general, Open Court is composed of reading assessment units. The units include fluency,
comprehension, vocabulary, spelling, and writing. When we asked teachers to describe how
Open Court worked at their school, we received diverse answers. There seems to be a wide
variation of how Open Court is implemented from one school to another or from one local
district to another. However, the assessment process appears to be basically similar among
the schools that adopted the program.5
Whereas most teachers seem to like Open Court – and children’s reading test scores are going
up in the District -- 61% of the elementary teachers and 33% of special education teachers
stated that they were discontent with one aspect or another of Open Court.
“[The problems with Open Court] may not be a paperwork issue, but it’s a major
educational issue. It’s about the relationship between what teachers are trying to
do and paperwork.”
“Teachers are frustrated and don’t feel they are being heard. Or, they don’t know
where to go to give their inputs.”
“When we have a problem with Open Court, we can’t take it to the principal.
The answer is always the same: ‘That’s Open Court.’”
Much of the discontent with Open Court has to do with the pacing plan:
“The pacing plan doesn’t follow the book. Teachers are told to skip around
from chapter to chapter [out of order]. Why?”
“The pacing plan doesn’t allow for time for all the assessments suggested.”
“I am uncomfortable placing every kid on the same page at the same time….It’s
not just their work habits, it’s their emotional life. I can’t expect every child to
proceed at the same pace.”
“You have to keep up and be on the same page. But how do you differentiate the
needs of students?”
“The pacing plan is put together by teachers who are willing to do them, not by
teachers who are in the classroom.”
5

A Skills Assessment Test Booklet for Grade 1 is enclosed at the end of this Appendix as an example.
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One teacher said: “Open Court is bringing structure to the District’s schools. It’s working for
me. I like it, although it produces more paperwork.”
Another teacher brought up assessments by stating: “I love Open Court. The problem is the
assessments. I know that assessments are important, but we’re assessing to death.” Along
the same lines, other teachers said:
“We have to photocopy reams of paper for each unit.”
“Assessments are time-consuming. What happens to them?
“The skills assessment tests are not in line with what’s being taught.”
“Special ed children are not test takers. Assessments assume that children have prior
knowledge. Children feel like failures.”
“The comprehension assessment is long and boring to kids. It’s too sophisticated.”
“Open Court assessments are helpful in reading but not for spelling and grammar.”
“There is no spelling or grammar program, so it has to be supplemented by more
paperwork.”
“There is too much emphasis on spelling for second graders.”
“My school is not collaborative with the District. Our school wants to push our kids harder
than the District. As a result, the kids are burning out on tests.”
One of the problems Open Court poses for teachers is that their schools may have supplemented
rather than supplanted Open Court to their current reading programs. One local district still
mandates the use of “America’s Choice.” Other schools are using Running Records. This results in
more work for some teachers, and variations for a child who transfers from one local district to
another.
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Appendix 7
English Language Development (ELD) Folders
A standard is used for passing a child from one English Language (EL) level to another. In
order to pass, a child does listening, speaking, reading, and writing assignments, and must
receive a rating of 3 or 4 (on a scale of 1-4) on each.6
Teachers prepare one English Language Development (ELD) folder for each EL student.
Teachers are asked to compile examples of the student’s work and submit the folder to the
appropriate coordinator.
This requirement applies to elementary school teachers. Fifty percent of the teachers stated
concerns about the requirement. It appears to us that the amount of time to maintain an ELD
folder for each child is significant. It also appears to us that some teachers are not doing the
amount of work that is expected for preparing the folders.
Several teachers questioned the need for ELD folders:
“I don’t know if it’s a State or Federal requirement. I don’t use the cell results. It’s not
helpful to the teachers.”
“It requires a lot of record keeping. But no one uses them.”
“They don’t go anywhere. They get bundled and sent in. We don’t know what’s done
with them.”
“Who uses ELD scores? No one seems to know what they’re good for.”
“They are not a problem for me, but no one comes in to check them. I was surprised.”
“ELD folders are okay if used correctly. So far, I haven’t seen the purpose.”
Some teachers estimated that this requirement takes them approximately 90 minutes per year
per child (or, 30 minutes per child, three times per year). Of this requirement, they said:
“I don’t do ELD folders very well. They’re rather subjective.”
“I received numerous information about how to do them, but no one can tell me how
to do them correctly.”
“ELD folders are time-consuming if done correctly. I don’t like doing them, so I
personally leave them till the end.”
6

See the end of this Appendix for an example of an ELD portfolio record.
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Appendix 8
Attendance Recording
School districts need to maintain two kinds of attendance information:
1. Actual student attendance information in order to earn state Revenue Limit funding,
and
2. Reasons for absences in order to determine whether a student is truant and whether a
student is allowed to make up work.
Within LAUSD, District bulletins delineate, in detail, the types of attendance records schools
must maintain. They leave the actual “methods” of implementation to the school administrator.
Attendance Accounting at Elementary Schools:
We found that the procedures used in the elementary schools varied by school. In general, though,
elementary schools use two forms for attendance recording: Attendance Record Cards and Registers.
Most elementary and special education teachers with whom we spoke with use the steps below.
They:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Insert the dates manually on the Attendance Record Cards.
Record attendance and the reasons for absences daily on the Cards.
Record the information first in pencil and then trace over it in ink.
Call parents if a child doesn’t bring a note.
Recopy the information from the Card to a monthly Register.
Keep the excused slips for a period of time. (Some said they keep excuse slips until the
end of the year when they bundle them and send them to the office, others said they
keep them for seven years.)

Many teachers questioned the need for their involvement in all these steps. The criticisms
centered on: (1) the requirement for the teachers—rather than office personnel--to call parents,
(2) the need to mark attendance first in pencil and then trace it in ink, (3) the requirement to
hold/file the absence notes, and (4) the perceived duplication of effort when they first mark
attendance on a Card and then transfer it to a Register.
Some teachers said:
“I take roll on individual students cards. When a child is absent, I mark the card, date it,
and collect the absence slip. If a child does not have an absence slip, I call the parents.
Pupil Services staff collect the information from me and do whatever they need to do
with it. I then transpose this information to a Register once a month. This is duplication.”
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“I must mark the absence in pencil, and trace over it in ink at the end of the day. This is
duplication.”
“I have stacks of absence notes. I don’t know what I am supposed to do with them.”
“Basic information and absence notes should be collected by the office, and the teacher
should take the roll. Now, I collect the notes and call the parents.”
“Calling parents re absenteeism should be an office staff responsibility, not the
teacher’s.”
“The Register could be done by the office, not the teacher.”
Attendance Accounting at Secondary Schools:
The District leaves the specific design of how a school performs the attendance functions to
the school-site administrator. We found a wide variation of how secondary schools
implement their attendance recording. Typically, three documents are used for recording
school attendance at secondary schools: (1) the Rollbook, (2) the Computer Roster, and (3)
the Permit-to-Reenter Class (PRC).
Most schools record attendance in the homeroom only. A teacher records attendance on a
roster and sends it to the office where it is entered in the computer by office staff. At report
card time, the teacher counts the tardies and absences from the rollbook. The disadvantages
in homeroom attendance accounting are: (1) a student may be marked absent for the whole
day if he or she comes to school late or skips the homeroom, and (2) some teachers count
attendance twice at report card time, balancing the rollbook with the roster.
One teacher in our focus group brought five forms that he is required to fill out in his
homeroom. He uses the following steps:
1. Mark attendance in the rollbook, using different symbols to record absence, tardiness,
and reasons for the prior day’s PRC’s
2. Sign the PRC’s for each student absent the prior day
3. Send the roster to the office
4. At the end of the day, sign list verifying which students had been absent from any of
his classes
5. At grade report time, count absences again and re-record. Balance attendance with the
rollbook.
This teacher reports that it takes him up to eight minutes to complete the attendance
requirements.
Other secondary school teachers reported that taking attendance may be tedious to them, but
the school office performs many of the bookkeeping functions, including finding out why a
student is absent. It takes them less time to perform the attendance functions.
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Homeroom Attendance Versus Period-by-Period Attendance at Secondary Schools
Another method of recording attendance is period-by-period. This method is used in some
secondary schools.
In period-by-period recording, teachers record a student as being present, tardy, or absent, as
presently done in the homeroom. However, instead of sending an attendance roster to the
office once per day, teachers take attendance during each period on a “bubble sheet” (a
Scantron form.) This form is sent to the office where it is scanned directly onto the computer.
The designers of the period-by-period system believe this system is superior to homeroom
recording because it captures more information. Truancy may be lowered because absences
are more closely monitored and rosters are upgraded automatically every two weeks rather
than manually by the teacher. Accounting of partial day attendance also results in an increase
in the District’s average daily attendance. It is not clear to us whether period-by-period
attendance recording reduces the paperwork for teachers because the teacher has to record
attendance and send the roster to the office every period. However, one teacher in our focus
group thinks that it does.
Development of an Integrated SIS System for Attendance Recording
The District is currently in the process of developing a student information system to capture
attendance differently. The system would not remove the attendance requirement from a
teacher, but it would, when implemented, allow a teacher to record attendance directly onto a
computer in the teacher’s classroom. The new system would allow period-by-period
attendance recording. It is not yet clear whether the ISIS would actually reduce the teacher’s
“paper” requirement.
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Appendix 9
Daily Mailbox
Teachers discussed the paperwork they “receive” in their mailboxes. Some teachers said:
“The reading that comes in the mailbox is voluminous.”
“The office doesn’t realize how much they put out.”
“There are scraps of all different sizes.”
“The acronyms. I have no idea what they all mean.”
“Please lessen the acronyms.”
“We have to ration paper, but they print so much junk.”
“We receive junk a lot of the time. Trash, waste of paper. They can put it all together
in a bulletin.”
A common solution suggested by teachers was to receive mail electronically. The advantages
of using e-mail would include:
--Teachers would have access to their mailboxes at different times of the day without
going into the office.
--Teachers would be able to sort their mail more easily. They could save information
into different folders, print what they need, and delete what they don’t want or need.
--The District would save on the costs of paper, copying, and human resource time.
--Off-track teachers would be kept in the loop.
Transmitting information electronically, however, would only work if:
--Working computers are available to the teachers.
--Teachers are savvy enough in the use of computers to retrieve e-mail.
We believe most teachers do have access to a computer. Every school should be able to
provide at least one computer workstation for teachers who don’t otherwise have computer
access.
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Appendix 10
Staff Responses

